Materials 1 - Metals
Marking out:
Scriber

Steel rule

Questions to embed your
knowledge:

•

Centre punch
Marking out blue

Wasting:

•

Pillar Drill

Hacksaw

•

Junior
hacksaw

Files

Metal
working vice

Metal forming Plastic dip coating
Sheet metal bender

Oven
Plastic dip coating machine
Quality check:

Template:

When wasting and
smoothing your shape,
always compare with your
template to ensure accuracy
of manufacture. This is called
Quality control.

Squared paper to aid the planning
of your design. Ensures symmetry.

Deburr for safety and finish.

Fold to indicate where the bend in
the Mild Steel will be.
Carefully cut to the accurate size
and shape.

•

What can happen to ferrous metals
and how is this dealt with in this
project?
How can the type of customer affect
the design of your product?
Would aluminium be more suitable for
the coat hook? Answer using the words
pliable and malleable.
Why does your chosen material need
good tensile strength?
Metals:
Alloys = a mixture of
elements including 1 or more
metals.
Ferrous = contains Iron.
Non-Ferrous = does NOT
contain Iron

Materials 2– Polymers
Equipment and tools used:

Strip heater

Coping saw
Acrylic
cement
Wet and
dry paper

Fret / scroll saw

Questions to embed your knowledge:
•
Acrylic

Steel rule

Files
Needle files

Scales of production
One-off production - Where one is made
Batch production - Many items of the same product are produced. A
range of specific and identical products can be produced. When a
product is made in a batch, it is often far cheaper per product than
making just one.
Mass production - Products are manufactured in large volumes, and
are often made by automated machinery with assembly line workers
used to fit parts together. Products are kept at low cost as large
amounts are made and bulk materials are cheaper to buy.
Continuous production - Continuous production takes place 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. It can produce huge
volumes of a product at a low cost.
Just In Time production - Components needed to make a product
are delivered to the factory just as the part is needed to make the
item. This keeps costs down as the company does not need as much
space as they are not storing components that will be needed later.

•

•
•
•
•

What is the difference between thermo and thermoset
plastics?
Explain two examples of what thermo plastics can be
used for.
Explain two examples of what thermoset plastics can be
used for,
What is type of fixative we use to joining our acrylic
together?
What are the hazards when using the acrylic fixative?
How can the type of customer effect your product?

Quality check:
When wasting and smoothing your shape, always
compare with your template to ensure accuracy of
manufacture. This is called Quality control.

Materials 3 – Prototyping (3d modelling)
Modelling tools:
Adjustable
craft knife

Glass paper

Self-healing
cutting mat

File

Hot wire cutter

Modelling materials:

Benefits of target marketing
Effective market research will allow
a business to find out the needs
and wants of its customers. This
means that the product or service
can be tailored to these needs,
leading to greater customer
satisfaction.
Topic Keywords
Rendering Aesthetics Ergonomics Demographics Prototyping
Properties Template Particles
PPE Hazard Shaping

Corrugated card

Modelling
wire
Modelling
straws

Styrofoam

Ergonomics
Ergonomics is a consideration that leads to a product
being designed in a way to make it easy to use. Size,
weight, shape, position of buttons and controls, the shape
of a grip, are all aspects that contribute to it being
ergonomically designed.

Polymorph

Questions to embed your knowledge:
• What is a prototype?
• Why are prototypes used/made?
• Where in the design process is ACCESSFM
used?
• Why is it important to test and evaluate your
prototypes?
• Why is it important for a customer to test the
prototype?
• What materials can be used for modelling
(other than those shown)?

Why model?
• Test
• Identify faults
• Improve
• Customer
(focus group)
feedback
• Safety
• Assess
materials
• Evaluate
functionality
• Assess
aesthetics
• Saves money

